Seoul’s Borders: Fieldwork
Seoul City Wall Museum
During this final fieldwork experience, you will be using your powers of observation to
begin to answer the questions; What types of borders existed or continue to exist on the
Korean peninsula? How do these borders impact the people living here historically or
currently? While you are observing, you will aim to interview people as well to deepen
your understanding of the place.
Criterion A: Knowing and understanding
i. use a range of terminology in context
ii. demonstrate knowledge and understanding of subject-specific content and concepts,
through descriptions, explanations and examples.

Criterion D: Thinking critically
i. analyse concepts, issues, models, visual representation and/or theories
iv. recognize different perspectives and explain their implications.

Complete all of the requirements to the best of your ability. Your data will be analyzed
upon return to school. You will collect the data on paper and phone.
Observational Practice:
● What types of borders existed or continue to exist on the Korean peninsula?
● How do these borders impact the people living here historically or currently?
Getting To and From Your Location:
● With your chaperone, you will go to your assigned location.
● Remember, if someone asks what you are doing at any time during your
fieldwork, explain to them that you are trying to answer the question, “What
types of borders existed or continue to exist on the Korean peninsula?
How do these borders impact the people living here historically or
currently?” You have chosen a location in which to collect quantitative and
qualitative data. (Use this opportunity to also ask them the interview questions.)
ORGANIZATION OF THE FACILITY: Using the museum website, how is it organized?
What are the titles of the permanent exhibits? Are there any temporary exhibits you

should visit? You may describe it below as a list of bullet points. What is your plan for
moving throughout the museum? In other words, how will you spend your time?
1st Floor - Permanent Exhibition Hall 1 - Seoul & Seoul City Wall:
-

Includes sculpture of the whole of Seoul City Wall. It also has videos about the value
and meaning of the Seoul City Wall.

2nd Floor - Special Exhibition Hall:
-

Includes Multiple Special Exhibition.

3rd Floor - Permanent Exhibition Hall 2 - Construction and Management of Seoul City Wall:
-

It contains information about the construction and the birth of Seoul City Wall, and also
how it is managed. It also includes information about how the wall was in the Joseon
Dynasty, and the lives of people near Seoul City Wall at the time.

3rd Floor - Permanent Exhibition Hall 3 - Damage and reconstruction of Seoul City Wall:
-

Showcases of the process of rebuilding after the Seoul City Wall was destroyed during
the course of modernizing after the Japanese Colonization.

My Plan For Moving Throughout the Museum:
I plan to first go to the first floor to learn about the background information and general
structure of Seoul City Wall, taking about 30minutes to do it. Then I plan to use 45minutes to
visit the second floor to learn about how the Seoul City Wall was built. Then, lastly, will use my
45minutes to look at the showcases of reconstruction of Seoul City Wall.

GENERAL INFORMATION:
Location: Hanyang Doesung Museum
(Seoul City Wall)

Day of the Week & Date: January 17th,
2020

Time of Day Arrive at location: 10:07 am

Time of Day Depart at location: 11:55 am

PHOTOS: Aim to take 5-7 photos of your location. The goal of this is to fully show your
location in photographs. Be sure to include a photo of the map of the facility. Later these
photos will be uploaded to the electronic document so check that the photos are clear
before leaving the space. Remember that all of the photos do not have to be taken from
the same place, in the space.

OBSERVATIONAL PRACTICE: What types of borders existed at this location? Be
sure to describe what you observe with specific evidence and examples you observe
at the museum. Take notes below:
Natural Borders
- The Hanyang River was at the south of the capital.
- The Bukhansan (Mountain) in the north of the capital.
- The Hanyang Doseong is built on a great plain surrounded by the
Baegaksan(Mountain) which is connected to Inwangsan(Mountain) to the west
and Naksan to the east while facing Mongmeyoksan(Mountain) to the south,
with a stream of flowing water called Cheonggyecheon through it.
Political Borders
- Royal families of the king and elite clans lived inside of the walls, and
commoners had to stay out except at special times
- People living inside the walls were not required to pay taxes, provide tribute or
provide construction labor. The only jobs they were responsible for was
keeping the interior of the capitol organized and clean. People who live outside
of the walls were only allowed to come in for government examinations,
performing craftwork on demand, or supplying everyday products needed by
the capital → The advantage of living inside the wall was a source of great
pride
Geographical/Artificial Borders

-

-

A wall was constructed along the natural features of the site on the layout of
the way was constructed and ornated based on the Confucian theory of the
ideal capital city
Gates were located specially assigned at places, in order to manage the
access into & out of the city.

OBSERVATIONAL PRACTICE: What types of borders existed at this location? Be
sure to describe what you observe with specific evidence and examples you observe
at the museum. Take notes below:

OBSERVATIONAL PRACTICE: How did this place impact the people living here in
the past? Be sure to describe what you observe with specific evidence and examples
you observe at the museum. Take notes below:
- Citizens of the Joseon Dynasty had to pay taxes, offer tribute, and provide
conscript labor to the state → People living around Hanyang Doseong had to
provide labor when the wall was built
-

The construction of the wall served as an opportunity for the central
government to confirm its control over the common people living near Hanyang
Doseong

-

The capital wall projected royal dignity and state authority

-

Guards patrolled both sides of the wall every day, ensuring the safety of the
people living in Hanyang Doseong, and reporting any problems that happened

-

The city gates were open during the day and closed during emergencies and
curfew hours. This strictly limited the everyday lives of the capital residents. It
influenced the lives of people living inside and outside the wall in both symbolic
and real ways.

-

City walls and their vicinities also served as site for state ceremonies
Ex .1) Flooding - Held ceremonies with special sacrifices in the four gates:
Sungnyemun, Heounginmun, Donuimun, and Sukjeongmun
Ex. 2) When a rebellion occurs, the leader of the rebellion’s head would be
exhibited at the gate pavillion
Ex. 3) Each Spring and Summer, a Daoist rite to specific constellation of stars
would be conducted at the state of shrines on Baeguksan (Mountain) and
Namsan (Mountain) to pray for peace.

-

The capital wall was a key structural element for expressing the identity of
Seoul as a historical city.

-

The democratization and globalization of Korean society developed from the
1990 and the public increasingly saw the capital wall was a major structural
element for expressing the identity of Seoul as a historical city.

